Postgraduate Student Research Club „Creative Slavdom”
is pleased to invite students and postgraduate students to participate in:

II INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE
„Slavic madness and variations”

WHEN: 25th May 2018.
WHERE: Faculty of Languages of the University of Gdańsk, 55 Wita Stwosza Street, 80-312, Gdańsk, Poland.
LANGUAGES OF THE CONFERENCE: all Slavic languages.
APPLICATIONS: please fill the registration form at the address: https://kreatywniug.wordpress.com/entry-form/ until 19th April 2018.
PARTICIPATION FEE: 35 EUR (150 PLN), payment on the account until 30th April 2018.

What are Slavs dead keen on? What do we do like crazy? Or maybe there is a method to this madness? We would like to find answers to those questions together with you during our interdisciplinary conference „Slavic madness and variations”. Its purpose is to bring attention to originality and diversity of Slavic cultures and to create a place of discussion and exchange of thoughts between researchers interested in Slavdom.

We propose the following themes: motive of madness in literature, untypical research methodologies, Slavic geniuses and visionaries, new interpretations and variations on the texts of culture, originality in language, surprising and unusual phenomena in arts, Slavic obsessions and inspirations.

We encourage you to submit subject proposals that are beyond the listed areas which are only a starting point for reflections on relationship between madness and Slavdom.
The organizers provide a possibility to publish the papers in a reviewed post-conference volume.

The scientific supervisor of the conference: prof. dr hab. Krystyna Szcześniak
Organizers: Elżbieta Benkowska, Ewelina Lechocka, Joanna Baum, Karolina Szymczak, Damian Stankiewicz, Agata Skupin, Katarzyna Skała, Ewa Turel, Monika Zekić – kreatywni.ug@gmail.com